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Abstract. Interval Markov Chains (IMCs) are the base of a classic prob-



abilistic specication theory by Larsen and Jonsson in 1991. They are also a popular abstraction for probabilistic systems. In this paper we study complexity of several problems for this abstraction, that stem from compositional modeling methodologies. In particular we close the complexity gap for thorough renement of two IMCs and for deciding the existence of a common implementation for an unbounded number of IMCs, showing that these problems are EXPTIME-complete. We also prove that deciding consistency of an IMC is polynomial and discuss suitable notions of determinism for such specications.



1 Introduction Interval Markov Chains (IMCs for short) extend Markov Chains, by allowing to specify intervals of possible probabilities on state transitions. IMCs have been introduced by Larsen and Jonsson [10] as a



specication



formalisma basis



for a stepwise-renement-like modeling method, where initial designs are very abstract and underspecied, and are then made continuously more precise, until they are concrete. Unlike richer specication models such as Constraint Markov Chains [4], IMCs are dicult to use for compositional specication due to lack of basic modeling operators. To address this, we study complexity and algorithms for deciding consistency of conjunctive sets of IMC specications. In [10] Jonsson and Larsen have introduced renement for IMCs, but have not determined its computational complexity. We complete their work on renement by classifying its complexity and characterizing it using structural coinductive algorithms in the style of simulation. Consider the issue of combining multiple specications of the same system. It turns out that conjunction of IMCs cannot be expressed as an IMC itself, due to a lack of expressiveness of intervals. Let us demonstrate this using a simple specication of a user of a coee machine. Let the model prescribe that a typical ?
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user orders coee with milk with probability probability



y ∈ [0.2, 0.7]



x ∈ [0, 0.5]



and black coee with



(customers also buy tea with probability



t ∈ [0, 0.5]).



The vendor of the machine delivers another specication, which prescribes that the machine is serviceable only if coee (white or black) is ordered with some probability



z ∈ [0.4, 0.8]



from among other beverages, otherwise it will run out



of coee powder too frequently, or the powder becomes too old. A conjunction of these two models would describe users who have use patterns compatible with this particular machine. Such a conjunction eectively requires that all the interval constraints are satised and that



z = x+y



holds. However, the



solution of this constraint is not described by an interval over



x



y.



and



This can



be seen by pointing out an extremal point, which is not a solution, while all its coordinates take part in some solution. Say interval for



z,



one in such a way that and



x=0



and



y = 0.2



violates the



while for each of these two values it is possible to select another



(x = 0.2, y = 0.2)).



z 's



constraint is also held (for example



(x = 0, y = 0.4) x and y .



Thus the solution space is not an interval over



This lack of closure properties for IMCs motivates us to address the problem of reasoning about conjunction without constructing it  the, so called, common implementation problem. In this paper we provide algorithms and complexity results for consistency, common implementation and renement of IMCs, in order to enable compositional modeling. We contribute the following new results:







In [10] a



thorough renement



(TR) between IMCs is dened as an inclusion



of implementation sets. We dene suitable notions of determinism for IMCs, and show that for deterministic IMCs TR coincides with two simulation-like preorders (the







weak renement



and



strong renement ), for which there exist



co-inductive algorithms terminating in a polynomial number of iterations. We show that the thorough renement procedure given in [10] can be implemented in single exponential time. Furthermore we provide a lower bound, concluding that TR is EXPTIME-complete. While the reduction from TR of modal transition systems [3] used to provide this lower bound is conceptually simple, it requires a rather involved proof of correctness, namely that



 



it preserves sets of implementations in a sound and complete manner. A polynomial procedure for checking whether an IMC is An exponential procedure for checking whether



k



(C), i.e.



IMCs are consistent in the



sense that they share a Markov Chain satisfying alla







consistent



it admits a Markov Chain as an implementation.



tation



common implemen-



(CI). We show that this problem is EXPTIME-complete.



As a special case we observe, that CI is PTIME for any constant value of



k.



In particular checking whether two specications can be simultaneously



satised, and synthesizing their shared implementation can be done in polynomial time. For functional analysis of discrete-time non-probabilistic systems, the theory of Modal Transition Systems (MTSs) [15] provides a specication formalism supporting renement, conjunction and parallel composition. Earlier we have obtained EXPTIME-completeness both for the corresponding notion of CI [2] and of TR [3] for MTSs. In [10] it is shown that IMCs properly contain MTSs,
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M Fig. 1. Examples of Markov Chains, Interval Markov Chains and satisfaction relation.



which puts our new results in a somewhat surprising light: in the complexity theoretic sense, and as far as CI and TR are considered, the generalization of modalities by probabilities does come for free. The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the basic denitions. All results in subsequent sections are new and ours. In Section 3 we discuss deciding TR and other renement procedures. We expand on the interplay of determinism and renements in Section 4. The problems of C and CI are addressed in Section 5. We close by discussing the results and related work in Section 6. Due to space constraints, some algorithms and proofs are given in a long version of this paper [6].



2 Background We shall now introduce the basic denitions used throughout the paper. In the following we will write Intervals[0,1] for the set of all closed, half-open and open intervals included in



[0, 1].



We begin with settling notation for Markov Chains. A Markov Chain (some-



C = hP, p0 , π, A, VC i, where P is a set of states p0 , A is a set of atomic propositions, VC : P → 2A is a state valuation labeling states with propositions, and π : P → Distr(P ) is a P 0 probability distribution assignment such that p0 ∈P π(p)(p ) = 1 for all p ∈ P .



times MC in short) is a tuple containing the initial state



The probability distribution assignment is the only component that is relaxed in IMCs:



Denition 1 (Interval Markov Chain). An Interval Markov Chain is a tuple I = hQ, q0 , ϕ, A, VI i, where Q is a set of states containing the initial state q0 , A is a set of atomic propositions, VI : Q → 2A is a state valuation, and ϕ : Q → (Q → Intervals[0,1] ), which for each q ∈ Q and q 0 ∈ Q gives an interval of



probabilities.



Instead of a distribution, as in MCs, in IMCs we have a function mapping elementary events (target states) to intervals of probabilities. We interpret this function as a constraint over distributions. This is expressed in our notation as follows. Given a state



q ∈ Q



and a distribution



σ ∈ Distr(Q),



we say that
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σ ∈ ϕ(q) i σ(q 0 ) ∈ ϕ(q)(q 0 ) for all q 0 ∈ Q. Occasionally, it is convenient to think of a Markov Chain as an IMC, in which all probability intervals are closed point intervals. We visualize IMCs as automata with intervals on transitions. As an example, consider the IMC in Figure 1b. It has two outgoing transitions from the initial state



A.



No arc is drawn between states if the probability is zero (or more



[0, 0]), so in the example there is zero probability of going A, or from B to C , etc. Otherwise the probability distribution over successors of A is constrained to fall into ]0.7, 1] and [0, 0.3[ for B and C respectively. States B and C have valuation β , whereas state A has valuation α, δ . Figure 1a presents a Markov Chain using the same convention, modulo the



precisely the interval is from state



A



to



intervals. Notice that our formalism does not allow sink states with no outgoing transitions. In the gures, states with no outgoing transitions are meant to have a self-loop transition with probability 1 (a closed point interval).



There are three known ways of dening renement for IMCs: strong renement



simulation in [10]), weak renement (introduced under the name probabilistic simulation in [7]), and thorough renement (introduced as renement in [10]). We recall their formal denitions:



(introduced as of



Denition 2 (Strong Renement). Let I1 = hQ, q0 , ϕ1 , A, V1 i and I2 = hS, s0 , ϕ2 , A, V2 i be IMCs. if whenever q R s then



A relation R ⊆ Q × S is a



strong renement relation



1. The valuation sets agree: V1 (q) = V2 (s) and 2. There exists a correspondence function δ : Q → (S → [0, 1]) such that, for all σ ∈ Distr(Q), if σ ∈ ϕ1 (q), then (a) for all q0 ∈ Q such thatP σ(q 0 ) > 0, δ(q 0 ) is a distribution on S , 0 (b) for all s ∈ S , we have q0 ∈Q σ(q0 ) · δ(q0 )(s0 ) ∈ ϕ2 (s)(s0 ), and (c) for all q0 ∈ Q and s0 ∈ S , if δ(q0 )(s0 ) > 0, then q0 R s0 . I1 strongly (q0 , s0 ).



renes I2 , or I1 ≤S I2 , i there exists a strong renement containing



A strong renement relation requires the existence of a single correspondence, which witnesses satisfaction for any resolution of probability constraint over successors of



A



and



α



q



and



s. Figure 2a illustrates such a correspondence between states



of two IMCs. The correspondence function is given by labels on the



dashed lines. It is easy to see that, regardless of how the probability constraints are resolved, the correspondence function distributes the probability mass in a fashion satisfying A



α.



weak renement



relation requires that, for any resolution of probability



I1 , there exists a correspondence function, which I2 . The formal denition of weak renement is identical



constraint over successors in witnesses satisfaction of



to Def. 2, except that the condition opening Point (2) is replaced by a weaker one:
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Denition 3 (Weak Renement). Let I1 = hQ, q0 , ϕ1 , A, V1 i and I2 = hS, s0 ,



be IMCs. A relation R ⊆ Q × S is a whenever q R s, then ϕ2 , A, V2 i



weak renement relation



if



1. The valuation sets agree: V1 (q) = V2 (s) and 2. For each σ ∈ Distr(Q) such that σ ∈ ϕ1 (q), there exists a correspondence function δ : Q → (S → [0, 1]) such that (a) for all q0 ∈ Q such thatP σ(q 0 ) > 0, δ(q 0 ) is a distribution on S , (b) for all s0 ∈ S , we have q0 ∈Q σ(q0 ) · δ(q0 )(s0 ) ∈ ϕ2 (s)(s0 ), and (c) for all q0 ∈ Q and s0 ∈ S , if δ(q0 )(s0 ) > 0, then q0 R s0 . I1 weakly (q0 , s0 ).



renes I2 , or I1 ≤W I2 , i there exists a weak renement containing



A and α of another x stands for a value in [0.2, 1] (arbitrary choice of probability of going to state C from A). Notably, for each choice of x, there exists p ∈ [0, 1] such that p · x ∈ [0, 0.6] and (1 − p) · x ∈ [0.2, 0.4]. Figure 2b illustrates a weak renement between states



two IMCs. Here,



Satisfaction Relation.



This relation establishes compatibility of Markov Chains



(implementations) and IMCs (specications). The original denition has been



C = hP, p0 , π, A, VC i as an IMC I = hQ, q0 , ϕ, A, VI i be an IMC. We say that C satises I , written C |= I , i there exists a weak/strong renement relation R ⊆ P × Q, called a satisfaction relation, containing (p0 , q0 ). Remark that when C is a Markov Chain, the weak and strong notions of renement coincide. Whenever C |= I , C is called an implementation of I . The set of implementations of I is written [[I]]. Figure 1c presents an example of satisfaction on states 1 and A. The correspondence function is specied using labels on the dashed arrows i.e. the probability mass going from state 1 to 3 is distributed to state B and C with half going to each. We say that a state q of an IMC is consistent if its interval constraint ϕ(q) is satisable, i.e. there exists a distribution σ ∈ Distr(Q) satisfying ϕ(q). Obviously,



presented in [10, 11]. Consider a Markov chain



with only closed point interval probabilities, and let



for a given IMC, it is sucient that all its states are consistent in order to guarantee that the IMC is consistent itselfthere exists a Markov Chain satisfying it. We discuss the problem of establishing consistency in a sound and complete manner in Section 5. Finally, we introduce the thorough renement as dened in [10]:



Denition 4 (Thorough Renement). IMC I1



thoroughly renes IMC I2 , written I1 ≤T I2 , i each implementation of I1 implements I2 : [[I1 ]] ⊆ [[I2 ]] Thorough renement is the ultimate renement relation for any specication formalism, as it is based on the semantics of the models.
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(a) Illustration of a strong renement relation between an IMC



I1



and an IMC



I2 .



(b) Illustration of a weak renement relation between an IMC



I3



and an IMC



I2 . Fig. 2. Illustration of strong and weak renement relations.



3 Renement Relations In this section, we compare the expressiveness of the renement relations. It is not hard to see that both strong and weak renements soundly approximate the thorough renement (since they are transitive and degrade to satisfaction if the left argument is a Markov Chain). The converse does not hold. We will now discuss procedures to compute weak and strong renements, and then compare the granularity of these relations, which will lead us to procedures for computing thorough renement. Observe that both renements are decidable, as they only rely on the rst order theory of real numbers. In concrete cases below the calculations can be done more eciently due to convexity of solution spaces for interval constraints.



Weak and Strong Renement. I2 = hQ, o2 , ϕ2 , A, V2 i.



is a weak renement relation whether the following formula that



π×δ



I1 = hP, o1 , ϕ1 , A, V1 i and R ⊆ P ×Q reduces to checking, for each pair (p, q) ∈ R, is true: ∀π ∈ ϕ1 (p), ∃δ : P → (Q → [0, 1]) such Consider two IMCs



Informally, checking whether a given relation



satises a system of linear equations / inequations. Since the set of



distributions satisfying



ϕ1 (p)



is convex, checking such a system is exponential



in the number of variables, here relation on



P ×Q



|P | · |Q|.



As a consequence, checking whether a



is a weak renement relation is exponential in



|P | · |Q|.



For



strong renement relations, the only dierence appears in the formula that must be checked:



∃δ : P → (Q → [0, 1])



such that



∀π ∈ ϕ1 (p),



we have that



π×δ



satises a system of linear equations / inequations. Therefore, checking whether a relation on



P × Q is a strong renement relation is also exponential in |P | · |Q|. I1 and I2 can be usual coinductive fashion by considering the total relation P × Q



Deciding whether weak (strong) renement holds between done in the



and successively removing all the pairs that do not satisfy the above formulae. The renement holds i the relation we reach contains the pair algorithm will terminate after at most



|P | · |Q|



(o1 , o2 ).



The



iterations. This gives an upper



bound on the complexity to establish strong and weak renements: a polynomial number of iterations over an exponential step. This upper bound may be loose. One could try to reuse techniques for nonstochastic systems [9] in order to reduce the number of iterations. This is left to future work.
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(a) IMC Fig. 3. IMCs



Granularity.



b β1



[0, 1]



I4



I4



and



(b) IMC



I5



such that



I4



[0, 0.5]



I5



thoroughly but not weakly renes



I5



In [10] an informal statement is made that the strong renement



is strictly stronger (ner) than the thorough renement:



(≤T ) ) (≤S ).



In [7] the



weak renement is introduced, but without discussing its relations to neither the strong nor the thorough renement. The following theorem resolves all open issues in relations between the three:



Theorem 1. The thorough renement is strictly weaker than the weak rene-



ment, which is strictly weaker than the strong renement: (≤T ) ) (≤W ) ) (≤S ). I4 and I5 such that I4 I5 (Figure 3). All implementations of I4 satisfy I5 , but state B cannot rene any of β1 or β2 : Let σ be a distribution admitted in B giving probability 1 to state C . Because of the interval [0, 0.5] on the transition from β1 to δ1 , at least 0.5 must be assigned to γ1 , but C and γ1 cannot be related. A similar argument shows that B cannot rene β2 . The second inequality is shown by demonstrating two other IMCs, I3 and I2 such that I3 weakly but not strongly renes I2 (Figure 2b). State A weakly renes state α: Given a value x for the transition A → C , we can split it in order to match both transitions The rst inequality is shown by exhibiting IMCs



thoroughly but not weakly renes



(1−p)·x



p·x



α −−→ δ1 and α −−−−−→ δ2 . Dene δ(C)(δ1 ) = p and δ(C)(δ2 ) = (1 − p), with p = 0 if 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.4, p = x−0.3 if 0.4 < x < 0.8, and p = 0.6 if 0.8 ≤ x. The x correspondence function δ witnesses weak renement between A and α. However, there is no such value of p that would work uniformly for all x, which is required by the strong renement.



Deciding Thorough Renement.



As weak and strong renements are strictly



stronger than thorough renement, it is interesting to investigate complexity of deciding TR. In [10] a procedure computing TR is given, albeit without a complexity class, which we establish now, closing the problem:



Theorem 2. The decision problem TR of establishing whether there exists a



thorough renement between two given IMCs is EXPTIME-complete. The upper-bound in checking whether



I1



thoroughly renes



I2



is shown by



observing that the complexity of the subset-simulation algorithm of [10] is



2|P | ),



where



Q



and



P



are the set of states of



I1



and



I2 ,



respectively (see



O(|Q|· [6]).
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 1,  ]0, 1]



(b) The IMC



c M



Fig. 4. An example of the translation from Modal Transition Systems to IMCs



Summarizing, all three renements are in EXPTIME. Still, weak renement seems easier to check than thorough renement. For TR, the number of iterations on the state-space of the relation is exponential while it is only polynomial for the weak renement. Also, the constraint solved at each iteration involves a single quantier alternation for the weak, and three alternations for the thorough renement. The lower bound of Theorem 2 is shown by a polynomial reduction of the thorough renement problem for modal transition systems to TR of IMCs. The former problem is known to be EXPTIME-complete [3].



M = (S, s0 , A, → ⊆ S ×A×S are



A modal transition system (an MTS in short) [15] is a tuple



→, 99K), where S



is the set of states,



s0



is the initial state, and



must be taken and 99K ⊆ S × A × S are the transitions that may be taken. In addition, it is assumed that (→) ⊆ (99K). An implementation



the transitions that



of an MTS is a labelled transition system, i.e., an MTS where



(→) = (99K).



Formal denitions of renement and satisfaction for MTSs are given in [6]. We describe here a translation of MTSs into IMCs which preserves implementations, while we delegate the technicalities of the proof to [6]. We assume we only work with modal transition systems that have no deadlock-states, in the sense that each state has at least one outgoing must transition. It is easy to transform two arbitrary MTSs into deadlock-free ones without aecting the thorough renement between them [6].



c corresponding to a MTS M = (S, s0 , A, →, 99K) is dened by M c the tuple M = hQ, q0 , A ∪ {}, ϕ, V i where Q = S × ({} ∪ A), q0 = (s0 , ), for all (s, x) ∈ Q, V ((s, x)) = {x} and ϕ is dened as follows: for all t, s ∈ S and a a b, a ∈ ({} ∪ A), ϕ((t, b))((s, a)) =]0, 1] if t → s; ϕ((t, b))((s, a)) = [0, 0] if t 99K 6 s; and ϕ((t, b))((s, a)) = [0, 1] otherwise. The encoding is illustrated in Figure 4. b ⊆ [[M c]], and use this to show that the Now one can show that I |= M i [[I]] The IMC



reduction preserves thorough renement. This observation, which shows how deep is the link between IMCs and modal transition systems, is formalized in the following theorem lifting the syntactic reduction to the level of extensional semantics:



c and M c0 Theorem 3. Let M and M 0 be two Modal Transition Systems and M



be the corresponding IMCs dened as above. We have c ≤T M c0 M ≤T M 0 ⇐⇒ M
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Crucially the translation is polynomial. Thus if we had a subexponential algorithm for TR of IMCs, we could use it to obtain a subexponential algorithm for TR of MTSs, which is impossible [3].



4 Determinism Although both are in EXPTIME, deciding weak renement is easier than deciding thorough renement. Nevertheless, since these two renements do not coincide in general, a procedure to check weak renement cannot be used to decide thorough renement. Observe that weak renement has a syntactic denition very much like simulation for transition systems. On the other hand thorough renement is a semantic concept, just as trace inclusion for transition systems. It is well known that simulation and trace inclusion coincide for deterministic automata. Similarly for MTSs it is known that TR coincides with modal renement for deterministic objects. It is thus natural to dene deterministic IMCs and check whether thorough and weak renements coincide on these objects. In our context, an IMC is deterministic if, from a given state, one cannot reach two states that share common atomic propositions.



Denition 5 (Determinism). An IMC I = hQ, q0 , ϕ, A, V i is



deterministic i for all states q, r, s ∈ Q, if there exists a distribution σ ∈ ϕ(q) such that σ(r) > 0 and σ(s) > 0, then V (r) 6= V (s). Determinism ensures that two states reachable



distribution



with the same admissible



always have dierent valuations. In a semantic interpretation this



means that there exists no implementation of



I,



in which two states with the



same valuation can be successors of the same source state. Another, slightly more syntactic but semantically equivalent notion of determinism is given in [6]. It is worth mentioning that deterministic IMCs are a strict subclass of IMCs. Figure 5 shows an IMC



I



whose set of implementations cannot be represented



by a deterministic IMC. We now state the main theorem of



β



the section that shows that for deterministic



IMCs,



the



weak



renement,



and indeed also the strong renement,



]0, 1]



B1



]0, 1]



B2



Theorem 4. Given two deterministic



IMCs I and I 0 with no inconsistent states, it holds that I ≤T I 0 i I ≤W I 0 i I ≤S I 0 .



C



1



α A



correctly capture the thorough renement:



γ 1



1



β



Fig. 5. An IMC I



whose implementa-



tions cannot be captured by a deterministic IMC.
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5 Common Implementation and Consistency We now turn our attention to the problem of implementation of several IMC specications by the same probabilistic system modeled as a Markov Chain. We start with a formal denition of the problem:



Denition 6 (Common Implementation (CI)). Given k > 1 IMCs Ii , i =



1 . . . k,



does there exist a Markov Chain C such that C |= Ii for all i?



Somewhat surprisingly we nd out that, similarly to the case of TR, the CI problem is not harder for IMCs than for modal transition systems:



Theorem 5. Deciding the existence of a CI between k IMCs is EXPTIME-



complete.



We sketch the line of argument below, delegating to [6] for details. To establish a lower bound for CI of IMCs, we reduce from CI of modal transition systems, which is known to be EXPTIME-complete [2]. For a set of modal transition systems



ci , using the same Mi , i = 1 . . . k , translate each Mi , into an IMC M



rules as in Section 3. It turns out that the set of created IMCs has a common implementation if and only if the original modal transition systems had. Since the translation is polynomial, the problem of CI for IMCs has to be at least EXPTIME-hard (otherwise it would give a sub-EXPTIME algorithm for CI of MTSs). To address the upper bound we rst propose a simple construction to check



consistency relation that witnesses a common implementation between two IMCs. Denition 7. Let I1 = hQ1 , q01 , ϕ1 , A, V1 i and I2 = hQ2 , q02 , ϕ2 , A, V2 i be IMCs. The relation R ⊆ Q1 × Q2 is a consistency relation on the states of I1 and I2 i, whenever (u, v) ∈ R, then  V1 (u) = V2 (v) and  there exists a distribution ρ ∈ Distr(Q1 × Q2 ) such that P P 1. ∀u0 ∈ Q1 : v0 ∈Q2 ρ(u0 , v0 ) ∈ ϕ1 (u)(u0 ) ∧ ∀v0 ∈ Q2 : u0 ∈Q1 ρ(u0 , v0 ) ∈ ϕ2 (v)(v 0 ), and 2. ∀(u0 , v0 ) ∈ Q1 × Q2 , if ρ(u0 , v0 ) > 0, then (u0 , v0 ) ∈ R. if there exists a CI for two IMCs. We start with the denition of



It can be shown that two IMCs indeed have a common implementation if and only if there exists a consistency relation containing their initial states. The consistency relation can be computed in polynomial time using a standard coinductive xpoint iteration, where pairs violating Denition 7 are successively removed from



Q1 × Q2 .



Each iteration requires solving a polynomial number



of linear systems, which can be done in polynomial time [14]. For the general



k IMCs, we can extend the above dek -ary relation in the obvious way, and the algorithm becomes exponential in the number of IMCs k , as the size of the state Qk space i=1 |Qi | is exponential in k . problem of common implementation of nition of consistency relation to the



As a side eect we observe that, exactly like MTSs, CI becomes polynomial for any constant value of



k,



is bounded by a constant.



i.e. when the number of components to be checked
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I,
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A related problem is the one of checking consistency of a single



i.e. whether there exists a Markov chain



M



such that



M |= I .



Denition 8 (Consistency (C)). Given an IMC I , does it hold that [[I]] 6= ∅? It turns out that, in the complexity theoretic sense, this problem is easy:



Theorem 6. The problem C, to decide if a single IMC is consistent, is polyno-



mial time solvable.



I = hQ, q0 , ϕ, A, V i, this problem can be solved by constructQ × Q (as if searching for a common implementation of I with itself ). There exists an implementation of I i there exists a consistency relation containing (q0 , q0 ). Obviously, this can be checked in polyGiven an IMC



ing a consistency relation over



nomial time. The fact that C can be decided in polynomial time casts an interesting light on the ability of IMCs to express inconsistency. On one hand, one can clearly specify inconsistent states in IMCs (simply by giving intervals for successor probabilities that cannot be satised by any distribution). On the other hand, this inconsistency appears to be local. It does not induce any global constraints on implementations; it does not aect consistency of other states. In this sense IMCs resemble modal transition systems (which at all disallow expressing inconsistency), and are weaker than



mixed transition systems [5]. Mixed transition



systems relax the requirement of modal transition systems, not requiring that



(→) ⊆ (99K).



It is known that C is trivial for modal transition systems, but



EXPTIME-complete for mixed transition systems [2]. Clearly, with a polynomial time C, IMCs cannot possibly express global behaviour inconsistencies in the style of mixed transition systems, where the problem is much harder.



I and a consistency R ⊆ Q×Q, it is possible to derive a pruned IMC I ∗ = hQ∗ , q0∗ , ϕ∗ , A, V ∗ i



We conclude the section by observing that, given the IMC relation



that contains no inconsistent states and accepts the same set of implementations



∗ as I . The construction of I is V ∗ (q ∗ ) = V (q ∗ ) for all q ∗ ∈ Q∗ ,



as follows: and for all



Q∗ = {q ∈ Q|(q, q) ∈ R}, q0∗ = q0 , q1∗ , q2∗ ∈ Q∗ , ϕ∗ (q1∗ )(q2∗ ) = ϕ(q1∗ )(q2∗ ).



6 Related Work and Conclusion This paper provides new results for IMCs [10] that is a specication formalism for probabilistic systems. We have studied the expressiveness and complexity of three renement preorders for IMCs. The results are of interest as existing articles on IMCs often use one of these preorders to compare specications (for abstraction) [10, 12, 7]. We have established complexity bounds and decision procedures for these relations, rst introduced in [10]. Finally, we have studied the common implementation problem. Our solution is constructive in the sense that it can build such a common implementation. There exist many other specication formalisms for describing and analyzing stochastic systems; the list includes process algebras [1, 16] or logical frameworks [8]. We believe that IMCs is a good unication model. A logical representation is suited for conjunction, but nor for renement and vice-versa for process
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B. Delahaye, K.G. Larsen, A. Legay, M.L. Pedersen, and A. W¡sowski



algebra. As an example, it is not clear how one can synthesize a MC (an implementation) that satises two Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic formulas. In [12, 13], Katoen et al. have proposed an extension of IMCs to the continuous timed setting. It would be interesting to see our results extend to this new model.
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